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{BSTR{.CT

Tlu e:tperir,r.ett:al and numericaL studies have been carried out to determine the influences of noUle flow and

tza;le,1eontetryontherproyronangleinaho.llowconeswirlatomizer'Thenumericalstudyisbasedonthe
soiitricn o1 conservation eqttations for mass and motnentum and k'e model iS adopted for turbulent quantities'

Experintents have been ca'rried oui with a number of noules fabricated by P.ersp.ex material' The spray cone

algLe has been measured from the photographs of ipray at o-utside the noZzle taken by a camera From both

rutmerical and experimenial studies the vaLue of spray cone angle Vfym an atomizer is found to increase

sharply with an increase in inlet ReynoLds number il, it itt lo*ri ,ong" but become almost constant with Re at

its higher range. The spray cone angle ry increases with an increase in the value of DotD' or a and it decreases

with an increase in the value of Dr/D' or L/D''
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I. INTRODUCTION

The basic purpose of a pressure swirl atomizer is to produce a widely..dispersed spray of atomized liquid' The

function of the atomizer is not only to disintegrate the liquid into smill drops but also to discharge these drops

into the surrounding gaseous medium in the form of a symmetric, uniform spray' The S-pray is of two types such

as 
,,solid cone" and "hottorr-cone" spray. A solid .or" .p.uy is produced wiitr plain orifice-atomizers and certain

tlpes of pressure swirl atomizers,'where the drops are iairly evenly dispersed throughout the entire spray

volume. For many combustion applications, a solid spray is tonsidered undesirable because it can give rise

excessive concentrations of soot and particulates in the'exhaust gases. In such situations a hollow cone spray of

wide cone angle is generally preferred, where the larger drops are concentrated in the periphery and there is no

liquid drop in the ce ,trat reg,on of the spray. Hollow cone, pressure swifl atomizers are widely used as fuel

injectors in gas turbine aniin rocket engine. The hollow cbnical structure of the spray incurs appreciable

exposure to influence thelu.rounding unrblunce. Generally' an increase in spray cone angle increaSes the extent

of this exposure leading to improved atomization, better fuel-air mixing' und b"tt"t dispersion of the fuel drops

throughout the combustion uolrnl.. The cone angle is important because it influences the axial and radial

distributions or tn" rr"i"i..pi"ir ""4 "rtimat-ely 
Ih" efficiency and emissions' Experience with gas turbine

combustors has shown that iwirl atomizer with wide ,pruy 
"on. 

angle are usually characterized by a good

,,pauern factor,,, i.., . ru.ty 
-uniform 

distribution of tempeiature in tlie combustion products flowing into the

turbine, and by relatively low concentration of soot in the exhaust gases' lrregularities in circumferential

distribution of fuel can also adversely affect the liner wall temperature and turbine blade life' For these reasons'

considerable inrerest exists in the manner and content to which spray cone angle is influenced by atomizer design

features, liquid properties and nozzle flow'

In a hollow cone spray atomizer, liquid at high pressure is supplied to the atomizer through tangential entry ports

and is finally discharged through an outlet orifice in the foim of a hollow cone spray' The geometry of such

nozzle is usuatty 
" ""rr;;;;;;;sage 

followed by a short cylindrical orifice is shown in Figure l'

The most important picture of the flow in such a nozzle is the formation of a central air core due to purely

hngenrial encrl. of the liquid. Liquid is discharged fr-om the nozzle in the form of a thin hollow conical sheet due

to rhe formation of a central air core in ,*lrr norri6, which breaks up and produces a hollow cone atomized
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spray. The thickness of the liquid sheet coming out of the nozzle and the effective flow area of the n.-:. .

depends on the size of the air core. Therefore. the air core *ithin the atomizer has a direct influence on :-':
important performance parameters of the atomizer. namely, the degree of atomization (mean drop diameter . .

the atomized spray), the coefficient of discharge, and the spray cone angle.

Swirl Chamber

Figure 1. A tlpical hollow cone type conical swirl atomizer

According to Taylor's (1948) inviscid theory, thg,spray cone angle is determined solely by the swirl chambe:
geometry and is a unique function of a single dimensionless geometrical parameter of the nozzle defined ri
nozzle constant (K = AF/D,D"), where, A, is the area of the tangential entry port and D,, Do are the diameters t i
swirl chamber and orifice respectively. This relationship is modified in practice with viscous effects later. Giffer:
and Muraczew's (1953) analysis of the non-viscous liquid flow in a swirl atomizer, also expressed the sprar

cone angle as a function of nozzle dimensions only. It led to the following expression for the mean value of the

spray cone half angle.

sin o. - -!tlz{'r 
- x)' 'Kv..fiFel* (r'

where, K = A/D,D. and X = A./A" of which A, is the area of cross section of air core-

To eliminate one of these variables, Giffen and Muraczew (1953) also derived the following expression for K in
terms of X

u ='t(t - 
x)" (l:Jix

Equation (l) and (2) allow the spray cone angle to be expressed in terms of either X or 1(. Rizk and Lefebvre
(1985a) also derived the equation for the spray cone angle in terms ofXas

(

j

cos'e,,*=#
where, 0,* is spray cone angle measured at the outer boundary and X is directly related

thickness't' at the final discharge orifice as,

- _(D"-zt)2
D"

(:

According to Equation (1) and (3), the spray cone angle is a function of atomizer dimension only and is
independent of liquid properties, ambient air properties, and injection pressure. But Rizk and Lefebvre (1985b]

and some other researchers reported that the density, viscosity of liquid, injection pressure, and atomizer
dimensions as we! have the effect on film thickness and thereby the spray cone angle.

A host of articles in the field of hollow cone swirl nozzle is available in literature. The developments in the field
of swirl nozzle were mainly due to Rizk and Lefebvre (1985a, 1985b), Kutty e, al. (1978), Som and Mukherjee
(1980a, 1980b), Som (1983a), Halder et aL. (2002,2003), Suyari and lrfebvre (1986), Yule er al. t1997), Jeng e,r

at. (1998),Liao et al. (1999), Sakman et al. (2000), and Datta and Som (2000). All those works brought about an

understanding of the swirling flow inside a hollow cone spray nozzle. They attempted in evaluating the liquiC

film thickness or air core diametefat the discharge orifice, the flow number and the spray cone angle either froni
empirical studies or from theoretical inalyses.

(3)

to the liquid film

ffi
ffiffi

ffi
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ffi
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The main difii:ui:,. :r :t'il ;t:i;:t::ta-rl si::ruier:,::, .-.r:-,,.',. i:.r r l:.,,i-.'..r .''rni sriiLi atonlizer is the accurate tracking

of the inter::,-3 l3i,:.iil-: ::'.i :'.,.,:,nl',:.:.. S:'..:.ri s..,1.,. ,t:, :r'-3iit,,,:-i :,ti the iree surface flor'" are a!ailable in the

literatrtre. S,,rr:,--:::::::,.::'-:;.::1::3 l,l ilra a\i:: i ':rl:'-'::.:l ::-,; :ili:rii:t an.i sorne of them are compulationally
exnensire l: ',-. -''3,-:: :ir. -1r'u: .: ,.'. , 1.,!:! . L:.r. .-"- ,; . :'l: .1:; S:kn:n 6;,il. 11;-rr-i1,11 used a computational

ntodal bisij , i ,r:lt.i:ri, i -ii::t:tr:,-Et,::.^., --ll-E :l-:::-..1.: l ': :::: S:r:i:l:11r:n Lf lp* in I hillilrrr'CCne S\viri

nozzli. H:,_t:: :l;. l,-. -t .i:.,.: I::,: i: ,:.. .:,J: :,-.:.::ja :ita ;-ui:i:t: sh:n: r,i ln lir .,t:: rt antrlnce to the

trrii::e rr. : :r:,i.-','. a:1. i'.i r:l rr:,;:l: H:l.:t: ,: .;. 1. -: . L .:' ;;.;.'. i l'-i9yr. Slkman t1 ,.-1. illlt-i I ;nd Datla and

S..:: l - ': ;r'.t.1::.-l::i ::'.i:::il.':1," :i: :.:l:": i::: r::-,"::1,:: :trrf,n'reter',i liie. lhe cLretTiaieat Lrf 'ii-iJharge. the

sir::;i ji-a: i1-rlri. r:i :La :i;!i.i ii:n :lr:--i.ne.s r: r.i -'(:I: tji::n:'.:l al clriiir'e * ith tlie ilLr\.'- and nozzle

clti:.1:rs:,, r). I: ii:- ri3,iati :traar ih. f,ii:hirs r::,j,;le ri ihe iPril\' ccne anele. irom botir e xperinlental

in.,esli:a:;.-,1 lrj nufi31--,ll s,tiul:.-n of iiic pl.:ese lrirbulent suir[ng floq in the aton-rizer. The rnrnirnum

r-sr:rlr-i !:i:r-.::. f:,-,!o:ei.i br D:ita end Som (:0t10) in predictin-e the air core with a uniform diameler was

usri fcr n,.in::i:al s,-riutirrn in e liollorr'cone type conical swlrl atomizer.

2. }TODEL DETAILS

The theoretical analysis refers to a typical simplex atomizer as shown in Figure 1. Conservation equations for
axisymmetric flow of liquid (water) in the annular region and air in the central region through the nozzle were

solved simultaneously satisfying the respective boundary conditions by an explicit finite difference computing

technique developed by Hirt and Cook (1972) following the original MAC(Marker and Cell) method due to

Harlow and Welch (1965). The steady state solution of flow was achieved by advancing the equations in time till
the temporal derivatives of all the variables fall below a pre-assigned small quantity 6. The standard k-e model

has been adopted for the computation of turbulent flow of liquid and a laminar flow modeling is adopted for flow

of air in the atomizer. The space derivatives of the diffusion terms were discretized by the central differencing

scheme while the advection terms were discretized by the hybrid differencing scheme based on the local Peclet

number (Pe) associated with the cell. A 66X36 variable sized adaptive grid system was considered with clustered

cells near the inlet and wall. The variations in the size of grids were made uniformly. It was checked by further

refinement of the cells (with doubling and quadrupling the number of grids in both the directions) and found not

to change. The velocity (axial and tangential) components and turbulent kinetic energy were by more than2Eo.

2.1 Governing Equations

Conservation equations in dimensionless form for axi-symmetric flow of liquid tfuough the nozzle are written in

a cy'lindrical coordinate system (Figure 1) as

Continuity Equation:
Liquid Phase:

Air phase:

Momentum Equations:
r-Momentum.
Liquid Phase:

Dv' v' Dvl

&rdz

Dvl vl Dvl| !fa--ll

arrdz

1t*9t":'r *1tui ,'1*!'-'-1"- = - }i* 39rr,."dt dr dz t dr Kedr

2 p.,,q!-L, 
n l3r u". (+*Srt

Re r'dr r ReDz""' Dr dz

E-u1 * .D (ul',*9,r: u:"1* 
ul' -u6' 

= --]-DI,-*dtdrdzrp"dr
I - Drvl I 3vl vl d:vl_ v" ( 

- 
+__-_r___++_-_+)Re dr' r dr r' dz'

Dvl')+
Dr-

(5a)

(sb)

(6a)

Air Phase:

(6b)
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z- Momentum
Liquid Phase:

duf a , O ,, v' v'
\ +_ (v v,)+-(v; )+ --l---1 =dldrdzr

, dvl Dvl 2Arrp., (;; *;)t * *r,u,
Air Phase:

apl. r ra
dz Rer&

Dvr')
dz

Evi a a : vlvl I Jn'j-r +_ (v" vlt+-:1vd.')+ --t_:_t_= _' "P +dt dt dz r p'dz
t 

,^ ,d2v-i * I ?g * D,rl.,
Re Ar' r 3r dz,'

dv: d .)f +irviv,t+irvf vlt +dt dr dz

2vlvl _ I 1 a

d-Momentum
Liquid Phase:

Air Phase:

cr, = 0.09.

2.2 Spray Cone Angle

Re 12 Dr

Re ' Dr2

where,p/ t =pt*2/3(pk), lt"n= lt+ p,,andp,=cr,rt2/e

Turbulent Kinetic Enerry Equation:

{.'r,.o({1 -lctt.++Dvl vl 1A dvl
-_{ u ". r)ilrcfi1Dr r" Redz dz

* **,':"; r*]tu; u;r - lli vi
dLdrdzr

-' v"(:-+ +'1 ^ .dzvi 1 Dvi vi
---:--- --= fr3r r'

or = i.0, o. = 1'3,

D'ri .

dz'

t*3,r.tr*3tu.k)* ''k =-L 
I a,rlL4,*a-?-, r &,*

.f dr dz t Rer& o*& Re&'o.*&"
f ,,tz{ tIt,*,I), otLr, 1*1i'0.-,0 r,+r4*},.,, .&n,,*."1-l'&'-';'-tar', '& r,'rar ' &)-+(;)-l-e

Turbulent Kinetic Energy Dissipation Rate Equation:

& a a v.r IIa u.de Ia v.dr:
=+--(Yc)+ ^ 1v. e)r 

-=----:(r-11::r+---ar 
'' "" t+ot d dt r Rer& q &. Re& o &

I e &., v- r av ,. &t

-c-:tl2{r =r-+( 
I )- +(' )-l*r=!-5.t'KeKdrdzdr

av" av, &,,,. t'+(;r + - )--(-) l-rr. -Az & A, -'k

The empirical constants for equations (9) and (10) are taken as follows:

The spray cone angle was calculated from the followurg fomula
-/

Ut = Zro.r-'l
It"-; *v,: +v;Y,

Crc= 1.44, cz.= 1.92

(11)

(1a)

(7b)

(8a)

(8b)

(e)

(10)
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where, the dirnensionless average a{al. radial. and angential componeat; of liquid velociries at the atomizer exit
were determined as

ti 1a)

l'il'.1 -arI_

' i',\'-dr
pR"

l^' rV Vudr
II JU
'b rR

l"rV.drJA-

3. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

( 1 lb)

(1lc)

3.1 Fabrication of Nozzles

A number of swirl nozzles of the geometrical shape as shown in Figure 1 with different geometrical dimensions
were fabricated with transparent perspex material. The different geomeftical dimernions of the nozzles
fabricated are given below:

Do '.2,3 &4mm,
Dp :2.5,3."75&5mm,
D, :8mm,
Lo :2,4 &.12 mm and
G '.20o, 40o & 60o

The dimensions of the nozzles are in conformity to the available llterature and to the values usually employed in
the design of rrozzles in practice.

3.2 Experimental Setup

A lLne diagram of the test rig is shown in Figure 2. A multistage centrifugal pump (P) was used to supply water
at a high pressure through two synunetrical tangential pofts to the nozzle (N). The flow to the nozzle was
controlled by the valves (Vl and V2) and was measured by a rotameter (R). The injection pressure to the nozzle
u'as also recorded by a bourdon type pressure gauge (G) which was calibrated witir a dead weight tester before
the experiment. The roLameter was calibrated against the direct method of flow measurement by collocting
water in a volumetric tank during a known interval of time.

Water

Figure 2. Line diagram of the experimenlal setup

The spral' cone from the nozzles were photographed by a wide angled lens camera with flood light
illuminatiol. -\ photograph of a typical spray cone is shown in Figure 3. The photographs were
scanned and ihe spray cone angles were measured from a magnified picture in a computer. The
uncertaintf in the measLrred values of spray cone angle was found to be * 3.19/o with a confidence
limit of 957o. This rvas determined from an almost fixed measurement error (Bias error) of + 2.l%o
due to a lar,re magnification of spray cone co'tnpared to the resolution in the linear scale of
measurement. and a precision error of + 2.47o wrlh 95o/c confidence limit. TI1e precision erfor was
found out from a large population of data generated at each and every set of operating conditions.

D,/D,= 0.25. D/D,= 0.315, tc/D,- 0.5, a = Ad, Re = 1.65x 104

I
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z- Momentum
Liquid Phase:

Air Phase:

9-Momentum
Liquid Phase:

Air Phase:

*.9,,1,1r*]1ui';+ ,i.1.=- dPl * 1 1 3ot dr dz r dz RerDr

{,p,(#.#,,.**, u**,

I ulr+liu;' ;1- II = - I DP" *dz r p,dz

)- r^ ,D'vi * l Jvl * 3'?vi .,

Re ar2 r&'dz='

(7 a)

(7b)

dv_ d
-^3 +^ (v
dt dr

$*3,":,1;*3r"1 ulr*2ul ul - I la
ot dr dz r Rer2Dr

{ r' r,.n, # - },, .**, u.,, #,

Dviaa? *irvivil+itv" vir+ 2vl vi -dt dr dz'' r
I d:vl I )vi v, 

.- D2v6 
,

R. 
u (;. *; 

a,. - l. dz)

where, pt t = pt + 23(rt), !,.r= lt + p,, and trt, = cprt2/e

Turbulent Kinetic Energr Equation:

&,a,.,, a , v.k_lla. y,& I E y.&
a 

*r,,,K)+r(v/ k)+ _-!_ =R.;;,.;; , **i, af ,.

f, , r l t $r' *,r r' - r f r', -,* -*,, *,* *$r, * rlr, r -,

Turbulent Kinetic Energr Dissipation Rate Equation:

& a. a v.c lla y,De la r..dc; +i(YC)+-i v, c)+ r =--:-(r - --: )+-::( - I) r-d d dt r Rer& q& Re& o.\t,
I c &. v, & )v

;.;f t2{ r*r +1 ',;r-1-,--',,:}+rae-v,r,
Ket(drlzlr

4,. av.., &^ . . c,+r-..+;)'+ {;i) l_c:, 7
The empirical constants for equations (9) and (10) are taken as folrows;

cp = 0.09, or = i.0, o." = 1.3, crc= 1.44, cz,= 1.92

2.2 Spray Cone Angle

The spray cone angle was calculated from the following formula
-t'\

ur = Zco.r-'l V" 
I

' I /-^ \t/ I

\\v,: +v,: *v;Y, )

(8a)

(8b)

(9)

(10)

(11)
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where, the dimensionless av€res€ adal. radial. and t*ngentiai componenls of llquid velsci.ties at the &tomizer exit

were determined as

ti 1a)

(r 1L])

(1 1c)

3. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

3.1 Fabrication of Nozzles

A number of swirl noz-zles of the geometrical shape as shown in Figure 1 with different geometrical dimensions

were fabricated with kansparent perspex material. The different geomeffical dimemioirs of the nozzles

fabricated are given below:
D,, :2,3 &. 4 mm,
Dp :2.5,3.75&5mm,
D, :8mm,
Lo :2, 4 &12 mm and
d i20o,40o&60o

The dimensigns of the nozzles are in conformity to the avarlable literature and to the values usually employed ifl

the desigr of rtozzles in practice.

3.2 Experimental Setup

A hne diagram of the test rig is shown in Figure 2. A multistage centrifugal pump (P) was used to supply water

at a high p.".r*" through two symmetrical tangential pofts to the nozzle (N) The flow to the nozzle was

controliedty the valves (V1 antl V2) and was measured by a rolameter (R). The injection pressure to the nozzle

pas also recorcled by a bour<ion type pressure gauge (G) which was calibrated with a dead weight tester before

the experiment. The rotameter was calibrated against the clirect method of flow measurement by collecting

water ur a volumetric tank during a known interval of time.

!t=

tR' ,\' | ^,lr17 _JL) : o

I rYdr
JO

Figure 2. Line diagram of the experimental setup

The spra1, cone from the nozzles were photographed by a wicle angled lens camera with flood light

illuminarice, .{ photograph of a typical spray cone is shown in Figure 3. The pllotographs were

scanned ar.id ihe ,prr1: .on. angles- were measured frorn a nragnified picture in a computer' The

uncertainty in the measured values of spray cone angle was found to be t 3'197o with a confidence

limit of 957c. This q,as derermined from an almost fixed measurement error (Bias error) of + 2.1Vo

due to a large rnagnrfication of spray cone cotnpared to the resolution in the linear scale of
nreasurernent. and a precision error of + 2.47o wtth 95Va confidence lin-rit. The precision error was

found out from a laree population of data generatecl at each and every sct of operating conditions'
DO,= a.2::, D/D,= 0.315, Lo/D, = 0.5, a= 4d, Re = 1.65x 10"

f
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Figure 3: The spray cone from a hollow cone swirl nozzle

4. RESIJLTS AND DISCUSSION

The computed velocity field in an atomizer is shown in Figure 4. A small re-cir-culating zone at the near wail

region is observed in the flow of liquid phase at the upstream section of the nozzle. A big central recirculation

zone is also observed almost throughout the nozzle. The central recirculation zone appears to be confined within

the air core in the flow through the nozzle.

z

Figure 4. A velcrity field within the nozzle

EtTects of Inlet Reynotds Number on Spray Cone Angle in a Hollow Cone Swirl Atomizer

1.00.500

4.t

It is found from Figure 5 that for a hollow cone swirl atomizer, the spray cone angle of the spray from the nozzle

increases with an increase in the Reynolds number Re at inlet to the nozzle at its lower range but becomes almost

independent of Re at its higher range. Both the numerical and experimental results show the similar trends along

with a fair agreement but-the experimental values are always less than the numerical values with a maximum

deviation of-9.310. An increase in the inlet Reynolcls number Re for a rLozzle of given geometry is always

accompalie6 by an increase in the tangential velocity of injection to the nozzle. This causes the counterweighing

effects by increasing both tlie swirling strength at inlet and itS subsequent decay due to frictional effect in the

nozzle. In the lower range of Re, thelncreaJe of swrl predominates the adverse effect of frictional resistance,

wliile in the higher range of Re, the two effects counter balance each other resulting in an almost constant vahte

of spray cone Lgle. The trencl of v'arigtion of spray cone angle with inlet Reynolds number Re is similar, as

depicted in Figure 5, for all conical nozzles with different geometrical dimensions.

0.2
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0.0 4.OxtO 8.0,'O 1 zttA' 1.5x10' 2-Ax1O'

Beynolds Number, Re

Figure 5. Effect of Reynolds number on spray cone angle

Effects of Atomizer Dimensions on Spray Cone Angle in a Hollow Cone Swirl Atomizer

Table I shows the hfluences of various dimensionless geometrical parameters on the spray cone angle. It is

observed that the spray cone angle increases with an increase in the value of the ratio of orifice diameter to swirl

chamber diameter D,/D, cr swirl chamber cone angle o anci with a decrease in the ratio of the diameter of

tangentiiil entry port to that of swirl chamber Do/D, or the ratio of the orifice length to swirl chamber diameter

L,i),. Amongit ih" Oi*"nrionless geomehical parameters of the nozzle, the ratio of orifice diameter to swirl

chamberdiameter D,/D,andtheratioof tangential entry port diameter to swirlchamberdiameter Dr/D,have

the profound influence on spray cone angie. The numerically predictedand experimentally observed values are

in well agreement with each other ancl show a deviation of 3.lVa to 9.3Vo in the entire range of the investigations'

The trends of variations of spray cone angie with the geometrical dimensions of the atomizer can be explained as

the inciease in either orifice diameter Do or swirl chamber cone angle o and the decrease in length of orifice l, in

facr reduces the resistance offered by the nozzle to the swirling motion of liquid inside it, while a decrease in

inlet tangential port diameter D,, for i given flow rate, ircreases the strength of swirling motion by increasing the

tangential velocity of injection to the nozzle.

Table f . influence of nozzle dimensions on spray cone angle in a simplex nozzle

a. Inl'luence of DdD, (D,/D, = 0.315, L,/D, = 0.5, a = 4ff)

D,/D,
Spray Cone Angle, y degrqe

Numerical ExperlmsnrtaL_

d--
-o

o
oan

a--

4.2

0.25
0.375

0.5

60.12
6i.18
66.64

54.5
58.8
63.1

b. Influence of DrtD" (Dd/D, = 0.25, Ld/D, = 0.5, a = $d)

D/D, Spray Cone Angle, y degee_
Numerical Elpeisetql_

0.315
0.468
0.625

60.12

52.58
35.29

54.5
4IJ.6

32.8

c. Influence of L,/D, (D,/D, = 0"3 I 5, DJD, = 0.25, c' = 4d)

LrD, .?El]-!il" ""*'?*9ri*ii,,,Llus Numerical ExPerimental

0.5
1.5

60.12 54.5

53.62 50.4

n n -n r( .+-l{.;gica-_l
{- E> osnmen.ar IDllD,= C.315

L"iD-= C.5C
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d. Influence of a (D,/D, = 0.315, Do/D, = 0.25, LorD, = 0.5)

Swirl Chamber
Cone angle

A

Spray Cone Angle, y degree

Numerical Experimental

55.1

60.12
65.52

,no

40'
600

50.3
54.5
63.5

5.

a

CONCLUSIONS

The values of spray cone angle increase sharply with an increase in inlet Reynolds number Re at its iower
range but become almost independent of Re at its higher range

The spray cone angle increases with an increase in the values of D,/D, or a and with a decrease in the values

of Du/D, or L,/D..
Numerical results of spray cone angle show a fair agreement with the experimental results with a maximum
deviation of 9.3Vo.
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NOMENCLATI,]RES

AP

Do
Dp
D,
Lo

o
r
Re
Ro
yz

vr

U6

Z

: area of tangential entry ports
: diameter of orifice of a conical nozzle
: diameter of tangential entry pon
: diameter of swirl chamber of a conical nozzle
: length of orifice of a conical nozzle
: total flow rate through the nozzle
: radial distance
: Reynolds number at inlet to the nozzle
: radius of the orifice
: velocity component in axial direction
: velocity component in radial direction
: velocity component in circumferential direction
: axial distance

Greek lrtters
d : swirl chamber cone angle
p : viscosity
p : dcnsity
\y : spray cone angle
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